
 

Until now wehave worked with systems
that give rise to q ed energy
States This has been the result
of either 0

Thesystem having ininnisicspin
which is a fundamentally QM
property Chs I 3 of Me Intym

OR
The system having a lowenough

energysuch that
it exhibits

boundstues Chs of McIntyre
we now turn to a system that has

neither of these properties but we

still describe it using our QM tools

TheFreeParticle is subject to no

potential and this can take on

any energy
it is no longer Quantized



TheFLeparticle
We will begin by describing the

freeparticle w our QMtools

We use the same eigenvalue

equation

HYE ELE
With
µj Pm VCI ID Hamiltonian

194Ek EYE x ID eigenvalue
problem

amd tVlxB4eH Elek

For the FreeParticle Vh1 0 everywhere

So

ftp4elx 27 felx
w

All positivequantities
so 2mE q2
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In this situation we are effectively

done We have no boundary conditions

to constrain A B aik All we have is

the normalization condition
However as there are no constraints of K say
due to potential wells it appears that any
value of k 20 is ok And thus any
energy Ezo is allowed

We could have choseAcosflex tB sin Kx or Dsin texts

etc But we will see the mathematical

advantage of using eikx as we explore
the free particle



Energy Eigenstates Time Evolution

One of the more curious aspects of the
freeparticle is that E is continuous so

that any E appearing in

Hf X Elek
is an eigenvalue of IT so long as

YECX Aei Be
it

k YIF
Corresponds to the same E

This means the general solution represents
the energy eigenstates

4eCx AeikxtBe
iT

So the Evolution is simply multiplying
by e
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Now we begin to see why our choice

of eikx is beneficial our solution
leads to a okiscal weave fore

With E Ew

Yeh t Aeikx Be
ikx

e
int

YEG.tl Aei
WH

Be
i Ckx wt

14Ehstl Aeiklx
WEI.geiklxtw.IT

This wave function has the form fCx vt
phasevelocity move later

where IVF W k and is the son of
a right tx propagating wave A and

a left 1 x propagating wave B

We will often allow k to run from
D to D in that case

i 4,4 1 Ae eke

are the wave vector eigenstates


